NO DRIP CHAIN LUBER™

The Fast, No Mess Way to Lubricate a Bicycle Chain

Lubricating a chain is an essential, but often dreaded task. It can be time-consuming, and typically results in lubricant landing on the frame, wheels, braking surfaces, and the ground. Thanks to the No Drip Chain Luber, every link can now be properly lubricated in seconds, without wasting a drop.

Simply fill the No Drip Chain Luber with the lubricant of your choice. While back-pedaling, place the applicator head on the chain and squeeze the bottle. A wicking pad in the applicator head will ensure that every link is evenly coated, without lube dripping or flying all over the place. Saves money: Use 50% less lube each time you lubricate your chain.

The No Drip Chain Luber comes with two replacement wicking pads and a child-safety travel cap.

FEATURES

- Innovative (patent-pending) Applicator Head
- Wicking Pad
- Child Safety Travel Cap

BENEFITS

- Makes lubricating a chain quick and easy. Special valve allows for open and closed position.
- Ensures every link is uniformly coated without wasting a drop. Use 50% less lube each time you lube your chain.
- Allows user to take No Drip to events without the fear of spilling lubricant.

ADDITIONAL INFO:

- Each unit comes with 2 replacement wicking pads (each pad provides 25+ uses) and childproof travel cap. Each unit is packed on a decorative card. 10 units per carton.